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BASIS OF EIGENFACES FOR TRACKING OF HUMAN HEAD

Ján Mihaĺık — Miroslav Kasár
∗

The paper deals with the construction of the basis of eigenfaces from a training set of face images using the wireframe
3D model Candide of the human head. The wireframe 3D model is adapted to the face images from the training set,
because in general they are obtained from different sources. Afterwards the face images with the adapted model are
geometrically normalized to remove texture variations caused by their global and local motion and geometrical differences
between individuals. As a result there are more similar geometrically normalized textures of the human faces than before the
normalization process. To get completely pre-processed textures of the human faces after their geometrical normalization
they are centred and energetically normalized to minimize the effect of global lighting variation. By applying the principal
component analysis to these completely pre-processed textures the basis of eigenfaces is obtained. Finally the basis of
eigenfaces combined with an algorithm of adapting of 3D model is applied on tracking of the human head in head-and-
shoulder videosequence.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the methods of image coding achieve data
compression by means of employing the intraframe or
interframe correlation [1]. For coding of videosequences
at very low bit rates, the model-based coding [2] gives a
higher efficiency. In the model-based coder, the human
head in the videosequence is described by a 3D head
model that has to track its moving. There are two basic
classes of tracking systems: attribute-based (or feature-
based) and template-based (or example-based) systems.

Using the attribute-based system [3, 4], specific at-
tributes like elliptic shape, certain colours or facial fea-
tures are searched for in the face image. An example of
this is the tracking system which uses the Smallest Uni-
value Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) algorithm
for extracting the important facial features. The first step
consists of the establishment of rectangular search re-
gions for single facial features. Then the facial features
are extracted by applying the SUSAN algorithm [5] in-
side the rectangular search regions. In the final step the
head model is adapted using the extracted facial features.
Such systems are usually quite fast, but less robust.

Using the template-based system [6, 7], objects similar
to the example (face) are searched for in the face image.
An example of this is the tracking system using the basis
of eigenfaces (BEF) to track the human head that will be
described in this paper. Template-based systems tend to
be more robust but also more computationally demanding
than attribute-based systems.

For construction of BEF, face images with an adapted
wireframe 3D model are required. The face images with
adapted models have been normalized (geometrically, en-
ergetically) and then the principal component analysis
(PCA) was applied to the completely pre-processed tex-
tures. The combination of BEF with an algorithm for

adapting of 3D model to face image creates the tracking
system of the human head.

In section 2 the wireframe 3D model Candide and its
parameterization are described. Geometrical normaliza-
tion of the human face is described in section 3 and in
section 4 the basis of eigenfaces and their construction is
presented. In section 5 application of BEF on tracking of
the human head is presented.

2 CANDIDE AND ITS PARAMETERIZATION

Candide (Fig. 1) is a wireframe 3D model [8] which
contains 113 vertices and 184 triangles (polygons). The
geometry of 3D model Candide is parameterized accord-
ing to

V = V + zS + wA (1)

where the resulting vector V contains (h, v, r) coordi-

nates of vertices of the model. Vector V is the standard
shape of the model, and the columns of S and A matrices
are the shape and animation units respectively. Finally z

and w are the shape and animation parameters.

To perform the global motion of the model six more pa-
rameters for rotation, scaling and translation are needed.
Thus (1) can be replaced by

V = sR(V + zS + wA) + T (2)

where R = R(Θh, Θv, Θr) is the rotation matrix, s is
a scale, and T = T (th, tv) is 2D translation vector. The
geometry and motion of the model are thus parameterized
by the parameter vector

p = [Θh, Θv, Θr, s, th, tvz, w]
⊤

. (3)
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Fig. 1. 3D model Candide a) front view, b) profile.

Fig. 2. (from left) Adapted model, standard shape.

Fig. 3. (from left) Adapted model, standard shape with texture,
geometrically normalized texture.

Fig. 4. (top) Original images of human faces, (middle) geomet-
rically normalized textures, (bottom) relevant parts of normalized

textures.

The texture x mapped on the surface of the wireframe

3D model [9] is a standard-shaped image, being a linear
combination of the basis of eigenfaces. This is formulated

as

x = x + Uxbx (4)

where x is the mean texture, the columns of matrix Ux

are the eigenfaces and bx is the vector of texture coeffi-

cients.

3 GEOMETRICAL NORMALIZATION

OF HUMAN FACE

Geometrical normalization of the human face used to
obtain its normalized texture removes texture variations
caused by its global and local motion and geometrical dif-
ferences between individuals. Geometrical normalization
is a non-linear transformation [10] which warps the source
image of the human face with the adapted model Candide
to the standard shape of the model Candide with a given
scale (Fig. 2).

Texture mapping on the standard shape is performed
by the following algorithm. First, some terms are defined:

• Polygonal mesh (M) of the standard shape (destina-
tion mesh) contains triangles M0 . . . MN . Each trian-
gle is a triplet of 2D vertex coordinates

M =





h1 v1

h2 v2

h3 v3



 . (5)

• Polygonal mesh (M ′ ) of the adapted model (source
mesh).

• Destination textures f(h, v) corresponding to the
standard shape.

• Source textures f ′(h′, v′) corresponding to the adapted
model.

Then the algorithm of texture mapping is:

1. In triangle M, all points are stepped using the scan-line
algorithm [11]. Barycentric coordinates [12] are calcu-
lated for each point coordinates (h, v) of the triangle
from the destination mesh of the standard shape. That
means, a , b , c need to be found

(h, v) = (a, b, c)M . (6)

They are valid if (and only if)

0 ≤ a ≤ 1 ,

0 ≤ b ≤ 1 ,

0 ≤ c ≤ 1 .

(7)

2. Using barycentric coordinates the source coordinates
(h′, v′) are computed for the corresponding triangle in
the source mesh

(h′, v′) = (a, b, c)M ′ . (8)

3. Interpolation of the destination texture f(h, v) ac-
cording to the relations (6) and (8) is calculated

f(h, v) = f ′(h′, v′) . (9)

This approach is repeated for all triangles of the stan-
dard shape. Results of texture mapping are illustrated in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. (from left) Input images with adapted model, geometrically
normalized textures,and geometrically normalized textures using

texture symmetry.

Figure 4 displays 3 different original images of human

faces (top) and 3 geometrically normalized textures ap-
pertaining to them (middle). Note that the faces are more

similar to each other after the normalization process than

before.

After obtaining the normalized texture it is important

to select its relevant part which contains the most im-
portant features of the human face (eyes, lip, nose . . . ).

Figure 4 displays in the bottom the relevant parts of nor-

malized textures of the human faces.

One reason of obtaining an error normalized texture

using geometrical normalization of the human face is its
big turn in the source image. In order to eliminate this

error, texture symmetry is exploited. This is applied to

the normalized textures in which the turn is bigger than

a given angle. Accurately adapted one half of the normal-

ized texture is then expanded to the other half specularly.
After this expansion the acquired geometrical normalized

texture is more accurate because the error caused by the

big turn of the human face is removed.

Figure 5 displays two geometrically normalized tex-

tures (relevant parts). The first texture is obtained from
the frontal view (top), the second texture is obtained from

the non-frontal view (bottom) of the human face.

From Fig. 5 it is possible to see that using the texture

symmetry for the frontal view is not visible, therefore it is
not exploited in this case. The texture symmetry for the

non-frontal view gives a more accurate texture, the black

place (right top on the geometrically normalized texture)

is removed.

4 BASIS OF EIGENFACES

Before applying PCA to the relevant parts of geomet-

rically normalized textures it is necessary to minimize the

effect of global lighting variation. To minimize the effect,

geometrically normalized texture y is centered (the sum

of texture elements yi is zero) and energetically normal-

ized (the variance of texture elements yi is unity) accord-
ing to the relationship

x =
y − α

σ
(10)

where the vector x is the completely pre-processed tex-
ture independent on the geometry of the human face and
lighting. Then the values of α and σ are given by

α =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

yi , (11)

σ =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(yi − α)2 . (12)

By applying PCA [13] to the training set of the com-
pletely pre-processed textures x the basis of eigenfaces is
obtained.

In the first step of PCA, the covariance matrix C

of the input matrix F = [x1 x2 . . . xM ] , xj = [xij ] ,
I = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , M , must be found. The in-
put matrix F represents the training set and consists of
M N -dimensional column vectors of the completely pre-
processed textures. The textures consisting of R rows and
K columns produce the column vectors xj which consist
of N = R × K elements. Then their covariance matrix
can be obtained from the following relation

C = BB⊤ (13)

where the columns of matrix B are the vectors bj that
differ from the vectors xj by the expected value mF of
the columns of matrix F . Then

B = [x1 − mF x2 − mF . . . xM − mF ] ,

(14)

mF =
1

M

M
∑

i=1

xi . (15)

If (13) is developed using (14) and (15), the symmetric
covariance matrix is obtained

C =











c2
1

c12 . . . c1N

c12 c2
2 . . . c2N

...
...

. . .
...

c1N c2N . . . cNN











(16)

where c2
i is the variance of ith texture element (tel) and

cij , i 6= j , is the covariance between ith and jth tels. The
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix C can be calculated
from the following equation

Cui = βiui (17)

where ui are the eigenvectors (eigenfaces) and βi are the
eigenvalues of matrix C , i = 1, . . . , N . The eigenvectors
ui create the columns of matrix U = [u1 u2 . . . uN ] .
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Fig. 6. (top) Set of 10 completely pre-processed textures, (bottom)
basis of 10 eigenfaces.

Fig. 7. Completely pre-processed texture, synthesized textures,
residual images (5 times enhanced).

Fig. 8. (from left) Input image with well (top) and wrong (bottom)
adapted model, the image mapped onto the model, the texture from
input frame j(p) , synthesized texture x(p) , residual image r(p) .

From (17) it is visible that the calculation of the eigen-

vectors involves operations on the covariance matrix C .

Even if small completely pre-processed textures are used
for training, the size of covariance matrix can be too large

to handle it by common computing equipment. If the

number M of the textures in the matrix F is consid-
erably smaller than the dimension N of their vectors, it

is possible to reduce the computational effort by applica-

tion of the singular value decomposition (SVD) [14].

SVD allows to express the eigenvectors (eigenfaces) of

the matrix C = BB⊤ as the linear combination of the

eigenvectors of the matrix H = B⊤B . The eigenvectors
of matrix H can be calculated as follows

Hgi = λigI (18)

where gi are the eigenvectors and λi are the eigenvalues
of the matrix H , i = 1, . . . , M . The eigenvectors gi

create the columns of matrix G = [g1 g2 . . . gM ] . Then
the eigenvectors ui can be obtained as

ui =
1√
λi

Bgi (19)

where i = 1, . . . , M . Matrix U has N eigenvectors and
values. However since it is formed from only M input vec-
tors, the size of U is less than or equal to M . Then only
M of its eigenvectors have nonzero eigenvalues. Compu-
tation of the eigenvectors from the N × N matrix C re-
duces to computation of the eigenvectors from the M×M

matrix H .

Figure 6 displays 10 completely pre-processed textures
from the training set of 38 human faces. The training
set was obtained by decimation with the factor 4 of the
videosequence “Miss America”. In the same figure the
basis of 10 eigenfaces corresponding to the largest eigen-
values and calculated by the above procedure is shown.

Figure 7 shows the completely pre-processed texture
for which the forward and inverse transform by using the
designed BEF is applied. The synthesized textures are
obtained, when the number of eigenvectors (eigenfaces) in
the transform matrix U is 38 (top) or 10 (bottom). While
for 38 eigenfaces the residual image is zero for the other
numbers it is not valid. However already for 10 eigenfaces
very high accuracy of the synthesized texture is obtained
with the summed squared error 56.

5 TRACKING OF HUMAN HEAD

The tracking system of the human head is based on
BEF combined with an algorithm for adapting the model
to the face image (frame). Adaptation to the image as-
sumes that reasonable starting approximation is known.
Then the optimal adaptation of the model to the frame of
the videosequence with the human head means to find the
parameter vector p that minimizes the distance between
the model and the frame. As the initial vector for the
actual frame the parameter vector p is used that adapts
the model in the previous frame of the videosequence, as-
suming that the motion from one frame to another one is
small enough. The summed squared error (SSE) between
the synthesized texture and the texture from the input
frame is chosen as distance measure. The texture from
the input frame is acquired by the same way as at the
construction of BEF. It will be denoted as j(p) because
it responds to the parameter vector p . The synthesized
texture will be denoted as x(p) and it is acquired from
the texture j(p) by BEF. Residual image is given as

r(p) = j(p) − x(p) , (20)
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Table 1. SSE in dependence on translation of the model in the
input frame.

−5 −4 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3 4 5

−5 668 469 726

−4 367

−3 287

−2 271 199

−1 95

0 481 384 250 146 79 0 80 183 308 429 519

1 133

2 303

3 477

4 595

5 839 685 865

−→th

tv↓

Table 2. SSE for variation of rotation angle and translation vector
T of the model in the input frame.

T = T (thmtv) (0, 0) (−2,−2) (5, 5)

−20 873 941 881
−15 723 783 854
−10 543 589 816

Θr −5 273 370 802
0 0 271 865

(degrees) 5 246 332 954

10 592 546 1019
15 912 806 1162
20 1117 1000 1218

and the SSE

e(p) = ‖r(p)‖2. (21)

Figure 8 displays single textures j(p), x(p) and resid-
ual images r(p) for input images with well and wrong
adapted model. There is visible that textures j(p) and
x(p) are more different for wrong adapted model, there-
fore SSE of the residual image r(p) is bigger in this case.

The goal is to find the parameter vector p that mini-
mizes r(p) and e(p). After calculation r(p) and e(p) for
the given p , the parameter vector p is updated by ∆p

and new SSE is calculated as follows

ek = e(p + k∆p) . (22)

If ek < e(p), k = 1, otherwise k = 0.5 or 0.25. Vector
∆p is a vector of little changes, which gives a probable
direction in the search space. Finally, p is updated ac-
cordingly

p + k∆p → p (23)

and an algorithm for adapting the model is based on
iteration procedure of eq. (22) and (23) until convergence
[15].

Table 1 shows SSE for a frame from the training set
in dependence on variation of the translation vector T =
T (tk, tv) of the model.

Table 2 shows SSE for the same frame with various
positions of the model in dependence on variation of the
rotation angle Θr and the translation vector T . The
forward and inverse transforms, used for both cases, have
been calculated by using the designed BEF with all 38
eigenfaces of the size 40 × 42.

From Tabs. 1 and 2 follow out that SSE=0 for the
full BEF and optimal position (T = (0, 0) and Θr = 0)
of the model in the input frame. As it is seen in Tab. 1
translation in vertical direction of the model from the
optimal position gives larger SSE compared to that one
for translation in horizontal direction. Sensitivity of SSE
on rotation by Θr at zero translation is seen from the
first column in Tab. 2. In next columns of Tab. 2 the
affect both translation and rotation of the model on the
values of SSE can be seen. In this case of moving of the
model by translation together with its rotation the values
of SSE increase. Afterwards tracking of the human head
on the basis of eq. (22) and (23) is very effective using
BEF when SSE changes enough in dependence on motion
parameters.

For the frames outside the training set and the full
BEF the measured SSE is not zero at the optimal position
of the model but changes from 78 to 124. It does not
matter from the point of view of tracking of the human
head in the frames because the sensitivity of SSE on
replacing of the model from the optimal position is kept.

When BEF included only 10 eigenfaces the synthesized
textures are still sufficiently accurate as it is seen from
Fig. 7. In the case of using of the non full BEF for tracking
of the human head in the frames inside or outside of the
training set the measured SSE next increases about 56
for all positions of the model. The sensitivity of SSE is
always kept in dependence on moving of the model by its
translation and rotation.

6 CONCLUSION

Presented BEF is very important part of the tracking
system, which is used for tracking of the motion of the
human head in the head-and-shoulder videosequences.

From Tabs. 1 and 2 it is possible to see that by choos-
ing a more accurate texture, smaller SSE is accrued. This
proves that BEF in the tracking system of the human
head enables adapting the model to the face images of
the input videosequence.

Improvement of the tracking system can be realized
by means of an automatic search algorithm. Recently we
are developing the tracking system by the algorithm, for
which reasonable starting approximation is known. Pro-
cedure of optimization of the parameter vector p is the
same, only the update vector is found by multiplying the
residual image with an update matrix. The matrix is cre-
ated in advance by training set of the face images with the
model correctly adapted. The tracking system with the
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automatic search algorithm on the basis BEF can adapt
the model to the new frame in real time. Disadvantage of
this system is more complex training process.

The proposed BEF can be used by other analy-
sis/synthesis tasks like facial detection and recognition.
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